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Chapter 5 – Part 1
TWO DEADLIEST MISTAKES OF
MEDICINE AND GOVERNMENTS

The Coronavirus disease 2019 called “COVID-19” are killing more than
2.360 people! Over 77.8101 patients in the world have been infected since late
December, 2019.
“…almost half of China's 1.3 billion-strong population remain subject to
varying forms of travel restrictions and other quarantine measures.” 2 reported CNN.

People all over the world, not only in China (the heart of the coronavirus
outbreak), are trying to prevent this novel coronavirus from spreading widely.
Not only human lives but also economy, travel, finance, business, aviation,
etc...of many countries are being influenced seriously by this virus’ destruction.

Human beings are fighting against their eternal enemies: Virus!

Medicine is the main leader in this intense war where doctors and nurses are
brave ‘soldiers’. Besides, Governments are the second leader and police, armies,
various organizations as well as people are also ‘rears’ who contribute to the fight.

A virus like the novel coronavirus can make people in the world become knit
together.
Because the Covid-19 is the common enemy of humankind.

Info was extracted from Vietnam’s Ministry of Health at 14:30 on 22 February 2020. Source:
https://ncov.moh.gov.vn/
2
Source: https://edition.cnn.com/2020/02/17/asia/coronavirus-covid-19-update-intl-hnk/index.html
1
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In other words, Unity is what every countries and their people need to win in
this medical war.
Unfortunately, Medicine and Governments, the leaders, are ‘blind in one eye’
in the Covid-19 plague.

Unity Is Broken And People Are Killing Each Other and Themselves In The
Current War!

Do you know rise of discrimination and Anti-Asian Racism, hate speech and
even violence elsewhere in the world?
{Washington Post reporter John Pomfret writes, “At a middle school a few
blocks from my house, a rumor circulated among the children that all Asian kids have
the coronavirus and should be quarantined.” People in Los Angeles and Toronto have
also experienced instances of xenophobic harassment, from racist comments made by
TSA agents to verbal street harassment. In the UK, Chinese restaurants say they are
struggling for business because of widespread misconceptions about the “cleanliness”
of their food. Meanwhile, US Commerce Secretary Wilbur Ross has touted the crisis
in China as an opportunity to increase jobs in America.} 3 wrote Vox.
TheHill.com said: “The coronavirus is causing an outbreak in America—of
anti-Asian racism” 4

3
4

Source: https://www.vox.com/2020/2/7/21126758/coronavirus-xenophobia-racism-china-asians
Source: https://thehill.com/changing-america/respect/diversity-inclusion/480749-the-coronavirus-is-

causing-an-outbreak-in-anti
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On Feb 01, 2020, The Canadian website CBC.ca reported:
{Prime Minister Justin Trudeau urged Canadians to stay united and warned
against the rise of discrimination as fears of the coronavirus spread.
"There is no place in our country for discrimination driven by fear or
misinformation," 5 Trudeau said at a Lunar New Year celebration at a banquet hall in
Scarborough, a district in Toronto. "This is not something Canadians will ever stand
for."}

In Vietnam, the news website Zing said:
{ Không phải virus corona, kỳ thị người gốc Á mới là 'đại dịch' mới.
Dịch virus corona ở Trung Quốc dẫn đến sự phân biệt đối xử, lời lẽ thù ghét,
thậm chí là bạo lực nhắm vào người gốc Á ở nhiều nước - với những ví dụ được chia
sẻ rộng trên mạng.}6
(“Not the coronavirus, anti-Asian racism is the new 'pandemic'.
The coronavirus outbreak in China has led to discrimination, hate speech, and
even violence against Asians in many countries - with examples shared widely online.
- translation)

Obviously, Racism (a kind of Discrimination) is getting worse because of this
virus.

Besides health news relating to the Covid-19, people - especially Media - are
also paying attention to Racism (Anti-Asian Racism).

The Guardian said:

Source: https://www.cbc.ca/news/politics/coronavirus-canada-trudeau-february-1-1.5448834
Source: https://news.zing.vn/khong-phai-virus-corona-ky-thi-nguoi-goc-a-moi-la-dai-dich-moipost1044587.html
5
6
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{Dr Simon Judkins, the immediate past president of the ACEM, said doctors
were “reporting an increase in instances of racism within emergency departments,
with patients and staff of Chinese appearance being subject to racist abuse.
“This is a time when we need to be pulling together as a multicultural,
inclusive and diverse community to support each other and people affected by the
outbreak; and not use an event like this to promote division and xenophobia.”
Dr Lai Heng Foong, the chair of ACEM’s public health and disaster
committee, said racism had “been witnessed by physicians at the frontline of
emergency medicine”}7

WHO8 also raised their voices to warn of

“Racism and Anti-Chinese

Sentiment Linked to Coronavirus” 9

Although Racism is a severe problem which is getting worse and clearer at this
time, WHO and Governments as well as other people are praiseworthy for the first
efforts they made to prevent Discrimination.

Source: https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/feb/04/australian-doctors-warn-of-rise-in-racistabuse-over-coronavirus
7

8

The World Health Organization
Source: periodico26.cu/index.php/en/worlds-news-2/1461-who-warns-of-racism-and-anti-chinese-sentimentlinked-to-coronavirus
9
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A Special Kind of Discrimination Is Forgotten
However, most of people in the world don’t pay attention to a special kind of
Discrimination which is deadlier in this Coronavirus plague from the beginning.
And this special Discrimination is ‘urging’ people (over the world) to kill each
other and kill themselves!

What is the special Discrimination?

In fact, this special Discrimination was paid attention in HIV pandemic.
However, in this Covid-19 epidemic which will be able to become a deadly
pandemic, most of people and media in the world are forgetting it and just paying
attention to Racism.
They don’t know or don’t think of the ancient Discrimination which is making
the current plague become deadlier by spreading the coronavirus widely and easily.

Racism makes the Covid-19 get worse, of course.
But, Discrimination between Sick (Infected) People and Healthy (Uninfected)
Ones makes it get deadlier!

If WHO, medical organizations and Governments had realized this special
Discrimination in the first place, they would have taken different actions which could
prevent transmission well.

People Are Killing Each Other And Themselves Hiddenly!

Why do I say like that?
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Because most of people don’t realize this special Discrimination in the first
place and they don’t have a correct solution for it, they are killing each other in
Silence.

A lot of people in the world, in this war without gunfire, thought that: it was
so stupid when their country or their community helped infected or suspected people.
That was why they discriminated against Chinese and Asian-looking’ people.
Worse, Chinese also discriminated against their countrymen.
"Giữa dịch corona, người Vũ Hán bị chính dân Trung Quốc kỳ thị"10 – Zing.vn
(Amid the corona epidemic, the Wuhan people were discriminated against by
the Chinese people themselves - translation)

One important question: How to both help other people and protect ourselves?
Finish this special chapter and you’ll have a clear answer/solution.

Racism is not the MAIN discrimiantion in the Covid-19 epidemic.
They forget that the coronaviruses can transmit disease to people widely and
easily by ‘exploiting’ the special type of Discrimination.

If you know about the HIV11 pandemic, you will have a clear answer!
Because HIV Prejudice or Stigma, infected persons often hide their illness.

10

Source: https://news.zing.vn/giua-dich-corona-nguoi-vu-han-bi-chinh-dan-trung-quoc-ky-thi-

post1043440.html
11

HIV stands for human immunodeficiency virus. It is the virus that can lead to acquired immunodeficiency
syndrome or AIDS if not treated. AIDS is the most severe phase of HIV infection. People with AIDS have such
badly damaged immune systems that they get an increasing number of severe illnesses, called opportunistic
illnesses. Unlike some other viruses, the human body can’t get rid of HIV completely, even with treatment. So
once you get HIV, you have it for life. Source: https://www.cdc.gov/hiv/basics/whatishiv.html
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When a person is labelled by their illness, they feel scared of discrimination.
Society’s prejudices ‘force’ them, HIV patients, to hide their infections and that is an
‘ideal’ condition in order for HIV to be ‘spread’ widely and easily.
However, this transmission works hiddenly or silently.
It is so easy to understand, isn’t it?
Normally, no one with HIV (or various infectious diseases) speaks “I have
HIV!” loudly to others.
People with HIV don’t want others to know about their illness.
-HIV is spread by three main routes12: sexual contact, significant
exposure to infected body fluids or tissues, and from mother to child during
pregnancy, delivery, or breastfeeding (known as vertical transmission)
-For example: when a prostitute tried to hide her HIV illness and had
sex with many men, she would transmit the disease to many different men.
-These men, later, would transmit HIV to various women or their wives
because they didn’t know they were infected from that woman.
-Then, these women continously spread the virus to other men…

I call that The infection network!

Many of us knew this.

12

Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/HIV/AIDS#Transmission
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The infection network (HIV) (illustration13)

The heavier prejudices are, the more inhumanly society/people treat suspected
or infected persons, the more they want to keep their health statuses in secret.
-The more infected persons want to hide it, the easier disease
transmission becomes.

13

Made by KDL. Image sources: Unsplash and flaticon.
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-Humans cannot know exactly who and how many patients did hide
their illness and ‘spread’ HIV to others.
-And fear of infection is a ‘perfect tool’ which makes that
‘environment’ develop strongly.

Discrimination between Infected People and
Uninfected Ones is a ‘wonderful environment’ for viruses
(germs) to live and transmit well!
Khuong Dat Long

UNAIDS14 in Vietnam wrote:
{We had a lot of new evidence gathered that many people with HIV are
isolated and denied in their own families, as well as in communities and social
relationships. The evidence also suggests that the detection of HIV infection can lead
to job loss, loss of property rights, and failure to enroll in schools. People with HIV
also experience violence, are denied medical or social assistance services, and have
difficulty in accessing legal aid.
However, stigma and discrimination not only affect individuals living with
HIV or those who are at high risk of HIV infection, but also help HIV quietly spread
in the community. People with HIV who are afraid of stigma or discrimination will
avoid testing and not apply preventive measures to prevent HIV transmission. Fear
of being tested for HIV means that they may unknowingly spread HIV to their
relatives or others in the community. For example, a husband can transmit HIV to his
wife, and then the wife can transmit HIV to the unborn baby. Therefore, from the
place where there should be only one person infected with HIV, but because he did
14

Joint United Nations Programme on HIV/AIDS Made by KDL.
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not know his status, he was able to spread HIV, resulting in up to three people being
infected with HIV. This happens when people are afraid of HIV testing because of
panic, they don’t know how they will be treated when having positive test result.}15
(-translation)

The more fear of infection they have, the worse discrimination gets.
-And the worse discrimination gets, the more fear they have!
-A dangerous vicious circle makes transmission becomes wider and
easier.
Global HIV & AIDS statistics16 — 2019 fact sheet that was reported on
UNAIDS.org17:
 24.5 million [21.6 million–25.5 million] people were accessing
antiretroviral therapy (end of June 2019).
 37.9 million [32.7 million–44.0 million] people globally were living
with HIV (end 2018).
 1.7 million [1.4 million–2.3 million] people became newly infected
with HIV (end 2018).
 770 000 [570 000–1.1 million] people died from AIDS-related
illnesses (end 2018).
 74.9 million [58.3 million–98.1 million] people have become infected
with HIV since the start of the epidemic (end 2018).
 32.0 million [23.6 million–43.8 million] people have died from AIDSrelated illnesses since the start of the epidemic (end 2018).

Source: http://unaids.org.vn/mo-long-de-xoa-bo-ky-thi-va-phan-biet-doi-xu/
Source: https://www.unaids.org/en/resources/fact-sheet
17
Joint United Nations Programme on HIV/AIDS (UNAIDS)
15
16
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To The Novel Coronavirus and All of The Deadliest Pandemics: The Special
Discrimination is The Perfect ‘Killing Partner’!

According to CDC (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention - America),
there are some ways infectious diseases spread.
“There are a few general ways that germs travel in healthcare settings –
through contact (i.e., touching), sprays and splashes, inhalation, and sharps injuries
(i.e., when someone is accidentally stuck with a used needle or sharp instrument)” 18

To virus infection, the Covid-19 is worse than HIV because its transmission is
easier and faster.
{“(By) coming close or talking, you may spread the infection, not like SARS,”
said Dr Leong, who practises at Mount Elizabeth Novena Specialist Centre, on the
programme Insight.
…
“Like influenza, (our researchers) have found that COVID-19 is infectious
when the symptoms are mild. Because of this … it’s also the case that COVID-19,
like influenza, can spread quite quickly.”} 19

Think about the following transmission, you will see why Coronavirus
infections in world can exceed 77.81020:

18
19

Source: https://www.cdc.gov/infectioncontrol/spread/index.html
Source: https://www.channelnewsasia.com/news/cnainsider/scale-of-covid-19-contagion-may-be-more-

serious-than-we-think-12437412
20
Info was extracted from Vietnam’s Ministry of Health at 14:30 on 22 February 2020. Source:
https://ncov.moh.gov.vn/
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 Persons who were infected (from various sources) suspected or didn’t
know that they were really infected. They haven’t had any medical tests.
 In the incubation period (the time between coronavirus infection and
symptom onset ranging from 0-14 days)21, infected people have had
clear/unclear (vague) or even no symptoms such as coughs, fever and
breathing difficulties.
 During this incubation period, there were infected people who protected
themselves well (e.g. wearing medical facial masks and washing hands) as
well as isolated themselves or limited communication to avoid being
infectced.
 However, it was time for a deadly problem to arise:


Media, TVs, magazines, social websites such as Weibo, Facebook,
Twitter, Youtube, Google and online websites over the world
frequently reported inhuman Discrimination, especially Anti-Asian
Racism, hate speech, even violence towards infected or suspected
persons. These people (over the world) feel unrespected, scared and
clearly saw their societies discriminate against them.
o In this world of technology, social media, social platforms
and mobile devices are helping the bad spread and amplify
fake news, prejudices and discrimination in a faster, wider
and easier way. Hurt is deeper.

 They saw governments and police were trying to ‘hunt’ them and treat
them as criminals. This made them even more stressed. The heavier
their health statuses became, the more fear they had. Many people had
fleed quarantine before their governments took actions.

Info from WHO. Source: https://www.who.int/docs/default-source/coronaviruse/situationreports/20200219-sitrep-30-covid-19.pdf?sfvrsn=6e50645_2
21
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 Besides, fake news over social platforms turned isolation and
quarantine environments into terrible disease clusters or ‘medical
prisons’ where infected and suspected people never want to get into.
 Fake news also encouraged the special Discrimination, Anti-Asian
racism and violence to increase cruelly.
 Those things ‘urged’ the infected persons (who suspected or didn’t
know that they were really infected) to hide their health statuses
carefully.
 Because of Discrimination and hatred, these people didn’t want to
wear masks and they had to pretent to be healthy in front of others.
People around them couldn’t know about their real health statuses.
Many even tried not to cough in front of others because they were
afraid of being ostracized. And this was the reason why transmission
got worse.
 Further, Gender discrimination made many men feel weak, ashamed
or nervous when wearing masks. They said “Chỉ đàn bà và trẻ con mới
đeo khẩu trang”22 ("Only women and children wear masks." –
translation). Therefore, they didn’t wear masks and could spread
coronavirus to others.
o These men are killing themselves and their families due
to their gender discrimination or sexism.
 Many infected individuals, due to cruel discrimination and hatred they
were suffering, didn’t care about others’ health or safety. These
individuals (especially who had some symptoms) didn’t want to wear
medical facial masks or protect themselves and didn’t care whether or
not they could spread the deadly virus to others.

Source: https://cafebiz.vn/hay-deo-khau-trang-vao-no-khong-lam-ban-tro-nen-yeu-duoi-hay-nu-tinhma-the-hien-ban-la-nguoi-co-trach-nhiem-voi-gia-dinh-va-cong-dong-20200203115141746.chn
22
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 The worst thing, due to hatred and discrimination or something else
they were suffering, these infected people wanted to revenge and
intentionally spread the virus to people around them. This often
happens hiddenly. Try reading the current news, you will see that this
is not rare now.
 The natural consequence was:
 During the incubation period, infected persons transmitted the novel
coronavirus to people around them unintentionally or intentionally.
 Finally, these new patients who got coronavirus infected (from contact
with those who hid their health statuses) now are continuing to spread
the novel coronavirus to others.
 And fake news, inhuman discrimination, violence and hatred also now
are continuing to ‘urge’ the new patients to hide their health statuses,
flee quarantine, even revenge for the insults and spread the novel
coronavirus to others.
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The infection network (Covid-19) (illustration)

Medicine and Governments over the world were half-failed because they
didn’t realize that in the first place.
At this time, they are also NOT focusing on abolishing the special type of
Discrimination although the Covid-19 was first encountered in Wuhan, China, in late
December 2019.
Until now (late February 2020), most of people in the word have just been
focusing on medical treatments, Racism and forgetting the ancient Discrimination
(although they experienced it in HIV pandemic)
Although the World Health Organization (WHO) has issued official guidelines
to deal with stigma, they have not considered it a vital issue and haven’t focused on
solving it.
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Read online news now and you will recognize what I have just affirmed.

Protecting yourself is protecting others.
Saving others is saving yourself.

I often say that.
Just some people in the community do not want to protect others’ health and
rage at the people who treated them cruelly, the whole country and even the world
can be in danger when the Covid-19 or other infectious diseases can become a deadly
pandemic.
This plague became more dangerous when “Half of Wuhan fled before
lockdown, raising risk of coronavirus spread” 23, New York Post reported.
“Wuhan’s mayor, Zhou Xianwang, said on Sunday that some 5 million people
left the city during the Lunar New Year travel rush, raising new fears of a global
pandemic.”

A Deadly ‘Lever’!
Discrimination, hatred are not only The Perfect ‘Killing Partner’ but also The
Deadly ‘Lever’ of the coronavirus and other infectious diseases.

What will happen if:
the incubation period of the Covid-19 is longer?

Source: https://nypost.com/2020/01/27/half-of-wuhans-population-fled-town-before-lockdown-raisingrisk-of-spread/
23
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 South China Morning Post reported: “The coronavirus that causes the
Covid-19 illness had an unusually long incubation period in a minority
of cases, one of China’s top respiratory specialists said on Tuesday.” 24
 “In our research paper, we must be truthful and hence we have stated
that the incubation period ranged from zero to 24 days,” Zhong told the
briefing on Tuesday.” 25
without any symptoms, people with coronavirus still can infect others?
 Reuters said: “A 20-year-old Chinese woman from Wuhan, the
epicenter of the coronavirus outbreak, traveled 400 miles (675 km)
north to Anyang where she infected five relatives, without ever
showing signs of infection, Chinese scientists reported on Friday,
offering new evidence that the virus can be spread asymptomatically.”26
time to make and produce a medical vaccine is longer?
In the worst case, like HIV, what will happen if medical tests for Covid-19
vaccine are failed and humans still can’t make a vaccine successfully or they
have to wait for a long time such as 5 or 10 years?
Due to the serious effects of the coronavirus, other aspects such as economy,
agriculture, finance, industry, etc…will suffer big crises. Ingredients and raw
materials which are used to make medical equipments and devices, medicine,
antibiotics and even various vaccines will become deficient or rare. Shortage
of medical products is a certainty.
 This consequence will make treatments of other diseases get more
difficult or worse.

Source: https://www.scmp.com/news/china/society/article/3051235/rare-coronavirus-can-can-havelong-incubation-period-warns
25
Source: https://www.scmp.com/news/china/society/article/3051235/rare-coronavirus-can-can-havelong-incubation-period-warns
26
Source: https://www.reuters.com/article/us-china-health-study/wuhan-woman-with-no-symptomsinfects-five-relatives-with-coronavirus-study-idUSKBN20G00J
24
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 A real example: “China is the world’s largest producer of medical facial
masks, but surging demand amid the coronavirus outbreak has created
a severe shortage” 27, said South China Morning Post.
 Cfr.org said: “a Department of Commerce study that found that 97
percent of all antibiotics in the United States came from China” 28
 “The world could face a shortage of antibiotics if the pharmaceutical
industry’s supply problems posed by the coronavirus outbreak in China
cannot soon be resolved, the head of a European business group in
China warned on Tuesday.”29 wrote Reteurs.com.

Obviously, when Medicine, countries and people all over the world don’t
(want to) focus on abolishing Discrimination, the Covid-19 and all of the most fatal
diseases (infectious or uninfectious ones) have ‘a deadly lever’ which will ‘help’ them
kill as many human lives as they can.

Silent Deaths…

Now, try thinking of people who must hide their health statuses and travel
around the world, what will happen?
Before they are tested positive for the novel coronavirus, others people
around them can be infected.
It’s the infection network I explained.

Source: https://www.scmp.com/economy/china-economy/article/3050717/coronavirus-chinas-surgicalmask-shortage-ripples-through
28
Source: https://www.cfr.org/blog/us-dependence-pharmaceutical-products-china
29
Source: https://www.reuters.com/article/china-health-pharma-antibiotics/china-virus-threatens-globalantibiotics-supply-european-business-group-idUSS7N29S004
27
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Just watch the following video and you will see why infected and suspected
people are having to hide themselves:

TIME.com: “Ukrainians Hurl Stones at China Evacuees
En Route to Quarantine Amid Coronavirus Fears” 30
Watch the video:
https://time.com/5788203/ukrainians-hurl-stones-china-evacuees/

{“Since the early morning, several hundred residents of the village of Novi
Sanzhary in Ukraine’s central Poltava region had cut the road to a sanitarium intended
to host the evacuees, fearing they could become infected. Demonstrators, some of

30

Image from Zing.vn and Source: https://time.com/5788203/ukrainians-hurl-stones-china-evacuees/
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whom appeared drunk, put up road blocks, burned tires and clashed with riot police
who moved to clear access. One protester tried to ram police lines with his car.”
“Ukraine’s effort to quarantine more than 70 people evacuated from China
over the new virus outbreak plunged into chaos Thursday as local residents opposing
the move hurled stones at the evacuees and clashed with police.”}31

There are some different ways the Covid-19 spreads such as lack of medical
knowledge and careful protections, but Discrimination, especially the special one
against Sick people, is one of the key factors that makes the transmission of Covid19 become easier, wider and faster.

Unfortunately, in the Covid-19 plague, people (especially medcial
organizations and governments) have not been aware of this special Discrimination
soon and solved it.
The worse thing: Not only do they not stop and destroy this kind of
discrimination, but also apply improper solutions to make it worse!

Governments and their people not only discriminate against infected persons
but also ‘turn’ them into ‘criminals’!
CNN reported that:
{“A total of 1,193 people have been placed under mandatory quarantine after
entering the city from mainland China, of whom 90% are Hong Kong residents.
Chan (Sophia Chan, Chief Executive of Hospital Authority) said the
government has identified nine people who violated quarantine orders during spot
checks. Two people are still missing, and police will list them as wanted. She warned

31

Source: https://time.com/5788203/ukrainians-hurl-stones-china-evacuees/
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that anyone who violated quarantine orders could be subject to a maximum fine of
HK$25,000 ($3,200) and six-month imprisonment.”} 32

Vietnamese websites reported:
{Người Vũ Hán ở Trung Quốc bị kỳ thị, săn lùng như tội phạm
Theo tờ The Straits Times ngày 3-2, nhiều tỉnh, thành ở Trung Quốc đã bắt
đầu chiến dịch truy tìm người đến từ Vũ Hán để tiến hành kiểm tra sức khỏe, thậm
chí treo tiền thưởng cho người cung cấp thông tin}33
(Wuhan people in China are discriminated against, hunted down like
criminals
According to The Straits Times on February 3rd, many provinces and cities in
China have started a search campaign for people from Wuhan to conduct health
checks, even offering bonuses for information providers) – translation.

Obviously, the more fear they have, the more serious discrimination becomes

Worse than that, the deadly coronaviruses are making people even
discriminate against doctors and nurses who are trying to save their lives!
Today, discrimination is being pushed to a newer and more inhuman level!
{'You nurses always walk around with virus on you': Nurses shunned,
ostracised for wearing uniform.

32

Source: https://edition.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-02-10-20-intl-

hnk/h_d734ab20a7144ae7ed1da65fd3bcbf7b
33
Source: https://plo.vn/quoc-te/su-kien/nguoi-vu-han-o-trung-quoc-bi-ky-thi-san-lung-nhu-toi-pham887070.html
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Hanna Wong, a healthcare professional in Singapore had her private-hire
vehicle cancelled in the wee hours of the morning today (Feb 11), solely because she
was headed towards the hospital.}34

Human beings are killing themselves in this awful plague.
Reuters.com wrote35:
{Bullying and assaults of Asian-Americans are being reported from New York
to New Mexico, sparked by unfounded fears that they are somehow linked to a virus
that originated in China.
…
New York City designer Yiheng Yu works in an office where many colleagues
have recently returned from China and where she and others wear face masks as a
precaution.
On one occasion when she wore a mask outside her office she was accosted
by a woman.
“She started yelling, ‘Are you Crazy? Get the heck out of here,” said Yu, 34.
“I realized it was because I was wearing a mask.”
Even coughs can provoke fear, said Ron Kim, a New York state assembly
member representing a Queens district with a large Asian and Asian-American
population.}

This story is not rare.
We now try imagining this:

34

Source: https://www.asiaone.com/singapore/you-nurses-always-walk-around-virus-you-nurses-

shunned-ostracised-wearing-uniform
35
Source: https://www.reuters.com/article/us-china-health-usa-discrimination/fake-flyers-and-face-maskfear-california-fights-coronavirus-discrimination-idUSKBN208063
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Due to discrimination, many coronavirus infected patients don’t dare to wear
mask in New York. What will happen if they have to pretent to be a healthy persons,
work and meet people inside this city?

Discriminators will be infected and that will kill themselves one day (in either
this Covid-19 plague or other future pandemics). Evil Prejudices will ‘kill’ this city
without any mercy!
In this Corronavirus outbreak, this is entirely possible.

The same as natural disasters such as tsunamis or massive floods: saving others
is saving yourself, ‘killing’ or discriminating against others is killing yourself.
I mentioned this36 when providing people with my solution for surviving
tsunami/flood/hurricane or house fire.

This coronavirus pandemic reinforced my solutions in this ebook significantly.

The novel coronavirus is making humans kill each other and kill themselves
BEFORE it takes its ‘ending action’.

When suspected or infected people have to hide their health statuses, that also
means Prejudices and Discrimination ‘protect’ our Coronaviruses from being
discovered.
Most of people including WHO and Governments didn’t realize this in the first
time.
Because if they had realized this special type of Discrimination (not Racism),
they would have taken different actions!

36

Read the chapter 4, please
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Instead of abolishing inhumane Discrimination, hatred
and preventing the Coronavirus outbreak from getting more
serious, people are automatically ‘pushing’ the medical war to a
heavier level of death which will kill them!
(Khuong Dat Long)

That’s why Medicine is half-failed when it only focuses on curing diseases
and does not (want to) solve cruel Discrimination (especially Discrimination against
the Sick) in the first place.

Medicine Has Been “Blind In One Eye” For Thousands Of Year

No one (especially doctors, medical experts, medical organizations and
governments) has discovered the following rule while treating patients and dealing
with the deadliest pandemics in human history.
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In An Epidemic Or Pandemic Like Covid-19 Or HIV,
Prejudices And Especially Discrimination Between Sick
(Infected) People And Healthy (Uninfected) Ones Is One Of The
Key Problems.
This Kind Of Discrimination Has To Be Solved
Successfully In The First Place Or Even Before The Epidemic Or
Pandemic Starts.

(Khuong Dat Long)

Racism certainly has bad impacts on the Coronavirus plague, but
Discrimination between Sick People and Healthy Ones is the worst Discrimination.
Medicine has been around for thousands of years.
“Medicine is the science and practice of establishing the diagnosis, prognosis,
treatment, and prevention of disease. Medicine encompasses a variety of health care
practices evolved to maintain and restore health by the prevention and treatment of
illness. Contemporary medicine applies biomedical sciences, biomedical research,
genetics, and medical technology to diagnose, treat, and prevent injury and disease,
typically through pharmaceuticals or surgery, but also through therapies as diverse as
psychotherapy, external splints and traction, medical devices, biologics, and ionizing
radiation, amongst others.” 37
And it’s the deadliest mistake of Medicine.

37

Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Medicine
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The First Deadliest Mistake

Just look at the HIV pandemic and the current Coronavirus outbreak and we
will see that: Medicine is NOT only about “the science and practice of establishing
the diagnosis, prognosis, treatment, and prevention of disease”

Without realizing that deadly discrimination, its deadly effects and solving it
successfully In The First Place Or Even Before The Epidemic Or Pandemic Starts,
the prevention and treatment of illness will become much more complicated and fatal.

There are some ways making transmission get more serious.
But when people (especially WHO, other medical organizations, Governments
and social platforms) don’t pay attention to this significant problem and solve it in
the first place, it will make a deadly plague like Covid-19 become deadlier!

So, How To Both Protect Yourself From Being Infected And Solve The Special
Discrimination Successfully?
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Chapter 5 – Part 2
THE FIRST VACCINE
FOR THE COVID-19 PLAGUE AND
ALL OF THE MOST FATAL PANDEMICS

A Special Type of Vaccine For A New Medicine Era

Obviously, the Old Medicine Age has still not discovered the crucial rule I
mentioned in the previous part.
The HIV pandemic and Covid-19 plague are clear proofs.
Without knowing that important rule, the medical world is just focusing on
medical treatments.

This new medicine era will about a time period in which people have to follow
the following rule called “Rule Zero Outbreak” to overcome the deadliest
pandemics.

In A Pandemic Like Covid-19 Or HIV, Prejudices and
especially Discrimination Between Sick (Infected) People And
Healthy (Uninfected) Ones Is One Of The Key Problems.
This Kind Of Discrimination Must Be Solved
Successfully In The First Place And Even Before The Epidemic
Or Pandemic Starts.

(Rule Zero Outbreak - Khuong Dat Long)
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Without applying this rule in the fight against deadly pandemics, Medicine
And Governments will be half-failed even though they can make medical vaccines
successfully.

By just focusing on medical treatments and not paying attention to abolishing
the special Dícrimination, Medicine, Governments and Social Platforms are “blind in
one eye”.
This causes disease transmission which is larger and more dangerous.
Why did I say “Medicine And Governments will be half-failed”?

Simply, the Covid-19 is NOT the last plague!
Even though Medicine can make a successful vaccine for this epidemic,
humankind will still face other deadliest pandemics in the future.
If people don’t realize this and don’t follow that rule in the first start or even
before an epidemic or pandemic starts, they will have to pay heavier prices.
By solving Discrimination, especially the special one against Infected patients,
in the first start, people can prevent The Infection Network from becoming larger and
deadlier.

“Prevention Is Better Than Cure”: The Reason The Rule Zero Outbreak is Vital.
“Prevention Is Better Than Cure”
Medicine always affirms this.
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That’s why before the covid-19 vaccine is made successfully, WHO and
Governments have to prevent the epidemic from becoming a future pandemic which
is deadlier.
By applying The Rule Zero Outbreak (which implies that ‘Rule of No
Outbreak’ or ‘Solve Discrimination In the First Place or Before An
Epidemic/Outbreak Starts!”), we will prevent and control the outbreak in the best
way.

Infected or suspected persons will feel respected and they will cooperate with
medical organizations and Governments instead of hiding their infections and fleeing
the quarantines.

Medical vaccines and instructions are crucial, but Prevention (infection)
during a raging epidemic is more important because:
1. Prevention helps decrease the number of infections and death toll in the
first place
2. Prevention is done in the first place while medical vaccines are made
in many months or years.
3. A typical vaccine is often for preventing a typical disease while The
Rule Zero Outbreak is not only for preventing a larger transmission but
also treating patients in all of the deadliest plagues (both infectious and
uninfectious diseases).
4. While waiting for a medical vaccine which can be made in many
months or years; or in the worst case humans haven’t still made or can’t
make it successfully (e.g. HIV has existed for more than 100 years since
it appeared in 1920), The Rule Zero Outbreak will become vital in
dealing with pandemics (especially infectious diseases).
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Therefore, the Rule Zero Outbreak is “Prevention Is Better Than Cure”
exactly!
Why don’t we apply this rule now1?

The First Vaccine For The Covid-19 Must Be Used Now
“Unlike most medicines, which treat or cure diseases, vaccines prevent them.”2
affirmed CDC.
That means people with coronavirus cannot be cured and Medicine is currently
just helping reduce the symptoms of Covid-19.
That also shows clearly that: Prevention is also a special type of Vaccine!

While medical scientists are looking for a medical vaccine to prevent the novel
Coronavirus in the future, luckily I already made a special vaccine (with The Rule
Zero Outbreak) to help this Coronavirus plague and all future pandemics become
easier and more efficient to deal with.
I call this special vaccine “Prejudice Vaccine”
This type of vaccine also helps prevent diseases and the whole world is
proving that true!

Fortunately, I made this moral vaccine a few years ago.
And the best thing, the world automatically proved this special vaccine true
and efficient.

1

When I typed this line, it was on 24 February 2020 and the Covid-19 were getting worse. The death toll was
2.464
2
Source: https://www.cdc.gov/vaccines/vpd/vpd-vac-basics.html
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If you read this ebook “God’s 7 Beauty Commandments” from the beginning
days, you may know what it is.

This moral vaccine is for all diseases and in a huge plague, like HIV or Covid193, it is the first vaccine that has to be used in the first place.
Just like a medical vaccine which is “a biological preparation that provides
active acquired immunity to a particular disease” 4, this special vaccine helps people
become ‘immune’ (protected) from the disease (inhumane Discrimination) caused by
Prejudice/Stigma and fear of infection.
This moral vaccine also helps protect others around you.

Inhumane Discrimination [especially Discrimination between Sick (Infected)
People and Healthy (Uninfected) Ones] can be considered a ‘deadly pandemic’
caused by Prejudices and Lack of Knowledge.

Obviously, the lack of medical knowledge helps this special type of
Discrimination get worse. However, the reality showed clearly that: many people
have still been afraid of and discriminated against HIV patients although they know
much about disease prevention.

Therefore, this moral vaccine will help them and all of us fight against and
abolish dangerous Discrimination.

On Tuesday (11 Feb 2020), the World Health Organization (WHO) declared an official name for the new
coronavirus disease: COVID-19 — making sure not to reference Wuhan, the central Chinese city where the
virus originated. COVID-19 stands for Corona Virus Disease 19. Source: https://time.com/5782284/who3

name-coronavirus-covid-19/
4
Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vaccine
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Prejudice Vaccine: The First Vaccination For A New Medicine Era

While a medical vaccine for Coronaviruses (COVID-19) is being made and
tested by medical scientists and experts, I created this unique vaccine for helping
prevent Coronavirus transmission and make the fight against this potential pandemic
get a better result.

A special lucky is: This vaccine was automatically proved true, 100% safe and
effective.
It (the vaccine) is “true, 100% safe and effective” because humans cannot
abolish cruel Discrimination without moral ingredients which are used to make this
Prejudice Vaccine.
The world, Reality did automatically prove that and people in the world saw
the clearest proofs which were mentioned inside this whole ebook.
Finish this chapter and the rest of this document, you will see that.

Read the following table and you will understand the Prejudice Vaccine.

Covid-19 Vaccine

Prejudice Vaccine

 Coronavirus (COVID-

 Prejudice or Stigma Vaccine is

19) vaccine is a vaccine that

a special vaccine that protects against

What is its

protects against infection by

the ‘disease’ (inhumane

main effect?

the novel coronavirus first

Discrimination, especially

appeared in Wuhan, China

Discrimination against Sick/Infected

in late December 2019.

people) caused by Prejudices/Stigma

What is it?

 This is a vaccine with
medical ingredients.
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 This is not a medical vaccine
with medical ingredients.
 It is a moral vaccine and it
supports Medicine in dealing with
epidemics/pandemics and treating
diseases.

When is it
used?

COVID-19 vaccine is

 Prejudice Vaccine is used to

used to prevent Covid-19

deal with all of the

and the virus SARS-CoV-2

diseases/epidemics or



To a new disease like

pandemics (including Covid-19
and HIV).

Covid-19, this medical
vaccine is always made and

 Prejudice vaccine is always

used after the

made and used in the first

outbreak/pandemic occurs.

place or even before a new
disease/outbreak or pandemic
occurs (Rule Zero Outbreak)

How long



“It takes a long time to

are new

develop a new vaccine –

vaccines

usually between 10 and 15

developed?

 Prejudice Vaccine is always
Available

years.” 5


The World Health

Organisation said6 it might
be 18 months before a
vaccine against the
coronavirus was publicly
available.

5
6

Source: https://www.betterhealth.vic.gov.au/health/healthyliving/vaccines
Source: sciencealert.com/who-says-a-coronavirus-vaccine-is-18-months-away
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How to get
vaccinated?

(In medicine, there are  To Prejudice Vaccine, there are
various

ways

to

get

vaccinated:


also many interesting ways to get
vaccinated.
 However, the first important way

Injection

 Microinjector vaccines

is: Medicine, Governments, Social

 Nasal-spray vaccines

Platforms, and all people must

 Skin-injector vaccines

understand

 Microneedle-patch

(which are used to make Prejudice

moral

ingredients

Vaccine) and get out the word

vaccines
 Inhalant vaccines

about this moral vaccine as well as

 others

its great humanity.
 At the same time, Medicine and
Governments have to enact antidiscrimination

laws,

especially

laws for Discrimination against
Infected People.

(These are only the first tasks, but they
are the most important steps)
Vaccine
Effectiveness

 It depends on types of

 It depends on efforts of Medicine,
Governments,

vaccines
 Some vaccines7 are very

Online

Social

Media,

Platforms,

other

effective, not including the

organizations, and people; and

famous smallpox vaccine,

especially each individual.

such as the vaccine against  The effectiveness of Prejudice
tetanus,

7

measles,

etc.

Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vaccine
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Some other vaccines are

the humane behaviors of a

moderately effective (the

nation. If a country promotes

effectiveness of BCG is

humanitarian

only about 50%)

individual (its people) will benefit

 In

contrast,

diseases

there

(e.g.

are

treatments,

each

(and vice versa)

AIDS,

malaria, etc.) up to the
beginning

of

the

21st

century that haven’t still
had any suitable vaccine.

What’s In Moral Vaccine? What Does Prejudice Vaccine Contain?

What does prejudice vaccine contain and why can they, special ingredients,
help people protect themselves and fight against the disease (inhumane
Discrimination) caused by Prejudices/Stigma and fear of infection?

CDC.gov (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention) says:
{Today’s vaccines use only the ingredients they need to be as safe and
effective as possible.
Each ingredient8 in a vaccine serves a specific purpose:
1. provide immunity (protection)
 for example Thimerosal (only in multi-dose vials of flu vaccine)
To prevent contamination
2. keep the vaccine safe and long-lasting

8

Read more from source: https://www.cdc.gov/vaccines/vac-gen/additives.htm
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 for example, Sugars, gelatin To keep the vaccine effective after
manufactured.
3. for the production of the vaccine
 For example: Egg protein To grow enough of the virus or
bacteria to make the vaccine

Just like purposes of the medical vaccines, the Prejudice Vaccine also:
provides Protection: people who have Prejudice Vaccine will not be
hurt and have powers to fight against Discrimination and evil
Prejudices (which make plagues like COVID-19 more deadly)
is 100% safe.
is “true, 100% safe and effective” because humans cannot abolish
cruel Discrimination without moral ingredients which are used to
make this Prejudice Vaccine.
While a medical vaccine is only used to prevent a typical disease,
prejudice vaccine is for all diseases and pandemics (explained in the
previous parts).
Prejudice vaccine doesn’t contain medical ingredients.
It contains moral ones, of course.
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Chapter 5 – Part 3
MORAL INGREDIENTS THAT MAKE
PREJUDICE VACCINE
Without these moral ingredients, people CANNOT SOLVE Inhuman
Prejudices and Discrimination - especially Discrimination between Sick (Infected)
People and Healthy (Uninfected) Ones - which are currently causing larger and more
fatal Covid-19 transmission.

And the moral ingredients are:

I.

Trust Your Own Beauty, Talent and Take 100%
Responsibility

II.

Overcome All Bad Feelings and Never Accept Being Ugly
And Untalented

III. Separate Health From Beauty
IV. Pursue The Truth, In And Outside.
V.

Make Beauty-Talent Increase Your Worthiness

VI. Do Destroy ‘Eyes of Prejudices’
VII. DO USE GOD'S BEAUTY-TALENT-ROOT TRUTH
TO LIVE

Look at the full form of these beauty commandments:
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1. Trust Your Own Beauty and Talent. Take 100%
Responsibility For Your Talent and Beauty (Decisions)
2. Overcome All Of Bad Feelings About Your Talent, Beauty
And Make Changes Successively until You Feel Extremely
Beautiful and Talented. Never Accept Being Ugly and
Untalented
3. Separate Health From Beauty. No Matter How Your Health
Is, You Are Always Beautiful. Take Care Of Your
Invaluable Health Carefully.
4. Pursue Truth Both In And Outside.
5. Make Your Talent And Beauty Increase Your Worthiness.
6. Do Destroy ‘Eyes of Prejudices’ and Use ‘Humane Eyes’
To Look At Yourself And Others
7. DO USE GOD'S BEAUTY-TALENT-ROOT TRUTH TO
LIVE.

In this whole ebook (especially in chapters 1, 2, 3, 4), I explained and showed
you the above commandments’ meanings, functions, benefits and how to apply them
in life.
God’s 7 Beauty Commandments solve not only the severe problems of
Beauty, Talent, Discrimination, Cyberbullying but also Disasters (such as
Tsunami/Flood/Hurricane/House Fire) and Plagues (such as Covid-19 and HIV).
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Now, these beauty commandments are also for solving the serious medical
problem: Discrimination between Sick People and Healthy Ones!
God’s 7 Beauty Commandments are moral ingredients which make
Prejudice Vaccine successfully!

In a deadly plague or pandemic like Coronavirus (Covid-19), we
did have the first special vaccine (Prejudice Vaccine) to prevent
disease transmissions which will make the pandemic become
deadlier.
The matter is: Do People, Governments and especially healthy
ones who discriminated against suspected or infected people,
want to use this special vaccine?
(Khuong Dat Long)

New York Post reported that “Coronavirus vaccine could be ready in 18
months, WHO says” 1

In those 18 months, this dangerous coronavirus will kill as many human lives
as possible.

The disease has appeared in so many countries outside China.

1

Source: https://nypost.com/2020/02/11/coronavirus-vaccine-could-be-ready-in-18-months-who-says/
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When people try to hide their health statuses, try to avoid medical tests and
escape from isolation because of cruel discrimination, this global epidemic will soon
become a deadly pandemic.
God’7 Beauty Commandments – moral ingredients which are used to make
Prejudice Vaccine – will answer to the question I mentioned in part 1 of this chapter:

How to both help other people and protect ourselves?

The Clear Answer
Please look at the full form of God’s 7 Beauty Commandments, especially
pay attention to red words:

I.

Trust Your Own Beauty and Talent. Take 100%
Responsibility For Your Talent and Beauty (Decisions)

II.

Overcome All Of Bad Feelings About Your Talent, Beauty
And Make Changes Successively until You Feel Extremely
Beautiful and Talented. Never Accept Being Ugly and
Untalented

III.

Separate Health From Beauty. No Matter How Your Health
Is, You Are Always Beautiful. Take Care Of Your
Invaluable Health Carefully.

IV.
V.

Pursue Truth Both In And Outside.
Make Your Talent And Beauty Increase Your Worthiness.
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Do Destroy ‘Eyes of Prejudices’ and Use ‘Humane Eyes’
To Look At Yourself And Others

VII.

DO USE GOD'S BEAUTY-TALENT-ROOT TRUTH TO
LIVE.

In a deadly plague like the Covid-19, if you want to protect yourself, help
others and abolish Discrimination, you will have to:
Take Care Of Your Invaluable Health Carefully.
Do Destroy ‘Eyes of Prejudices’ and Use ‘Humane Eyes’ To Look At
Yourself And Others

Just as I said in the previous part, "Medical vaccines and instructions are
crucial, but Prevention (infection) during a raging epidemic is more important."
This is to be understood as:
 To deal with a plague, like Covid-19 or HIV, you cannot help but follow
very important medical instructions to protect yourself from infection.
o Example: (Covid-19) you must wear a medical facial mask,
wash hands frequently, etc.
 People need medical vaccines to prevent future infections.
 However, until the medical vaccine is created successfully (that takes a
long time) or in the worst case people can’t make any effective vaccine
(like the case of HIV/AIDS), Prevention is always the most important.
(including after vaccination, because Covid-19 is not the last disaster of
mankind)
 Prevention includes the following main tasks:
 Prevention recommendations as directed by WHO and health
authorities
 Isolation or quarantine
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 The Rule Zero Outbreak helps prevent the widespread spread of
disease due to discrimination and provides good mental health for
infected patients during treatment.

The third beauty commandment "Take Care Of Your Invaluable Health
Carefully" and the sixth one "Do Destroy ‘Eyes of Prejudices’ and Use ‘Humane
Eyes’ To Look At Yourself And Others”, which I first2 gave to the public in December
2015, covered the actions needed to prevent serious transmissions during this battle
against Covid-19.

If you want to understand the remaining important thing, "DO USE GOD'S
BEAUTY-TALENT-ROOT TRUTH TO LIVE" and know how to use the
Prejudice Vaccine to overcome this plague and other pandemics, finish chapters in
this ebook.

Under the special instructions of my God (The Trinity-Jesus), I gave these
special commandments to the public in the first time in December 2015.
And now, the outbreak of the coronavirus epidemic in February 2020 is
automatically showing the immense power of these important beauty commandments
in the medical wars against every disease and protecting the health of people around
the world.
Infectious and Uninfectious Diseases, especially severe illness, make humans
feel weak, sad, alone, abandoned, and even discriminated against, hopeless,
depressed.
That’s why The Rule Zero Outbreak and the Prejudice Vaccine help us not
only solve severe Discrimination but also have good treatments (good mental health).

2

Download and read here: http://khuongdatlong.com/KhuongDatLong-A-Great-Truth-Revealed.pdf
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Obviously, you cannot help others (especially suspected and infected people)
in this novel Coronavirus epidemic without “Take Care Of Your Invaluable Health
Carefully”.
By following important medical instructions that WHO and other medical
organizations recommended, you can protect yourself from being infected.
Of course, there’re always some risks when you help these people.
Many doctors and nurses in Wuhan were also infected when treating patients.
They did not care about themselves. What a heroic and noble act!
If you don’t help them and even discriminate against them, you will be able to
kill yourself one day.
The infection network can explain that clearly.

The world is worried about a potential pandemic.
“Since last week, officials have reported rapid increases in COVID-19 cases
in several countries, namely South Korea, Iran, and Italy. As of Monday, February
24, South Korea has confirmed 763 cases and 7 deaths—a dramatic rise from the 30
cases and zero deaths it had tallied just a week ago.
The situation in Italy, likewise, went from 3 cases at the start of last week to
124 confirmed cases and two deaths Monday. Iran went from zero to 43 cases in the
same period and has reported eight deaths.” 3

Therefore, when you think that helping infected or suspected persons is so
stupid and dangerous, always remember that: The Infection Network can make you
pay a heavy price one day.

Source: https://arstechnica.com/science/2020/02/who-tries-to-calm-talk-of-pandemic-says-the-worddoes-not-fit-the-facts/
3
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You cannot know, one day, you will be infected from people whom you
discriminated against.

So, why you don’t protect yourself and "Do Destroy ‘Eyes of Prejudices’ and
Use ‘Humane Eyes’ To Look At Yourself And Others”?

And if unfortunately, humans cannot find a medical vaccine for Covid-19,
Prejudice Vaccine or Stigma Vaccine will surely be the last vaccine that we need.
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Chapter 5 – Part 4
“TREAT INFECTED PEOPLE
AS IF
YOU WERE INFECTED”

How best to prevent and control the Covid-19 plague now?

While waiting for medical vaccines made successfully in the future, make
people get Prejudice Vaccine as soon as possible!

As I said previously:
The first important way is: Medicine, Governments and all people must
understand moral ingredients (which are used to make Prejudice Vaccine) and
get out the word about this moral vaccine as well as its great humanity.
At the same time, Medicine and Governments have to enact antidiscrimination laws, especially laws for Discrimination against Infected
People
Social Platforms, especially the largest ones such as Facebook, Youtube,
Google, Twitter, Weibo have to let their users know about this moral vaccine
and fight against Discrimination between Infected and Healthy people. Why?
Because these social sites are mainly responsible for helping the bad spread
and amplify fake news and hatred (Discrimination).
Besides letting them know, understand and absorb God’s 7 Beauty
Commandments, launch the following campaigns as typical examples:
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The above real image is about Chen Ying, a nurse “helping to fight coronavirus
in her hospital’s isolation ward in Hangzhou, China, has devastatingly been kept apart
from her boyfriend. Due to safety precautions, the loving couple has not been allowed
to see each other in person for 11 days. They’re finally reunited, and can’t help but
kiss through the glass barrier separating them.” 1

I used this image because it can prove that: In a global epidemic or even a
deadly pandemic, people can be isolated or put in quarantine, but if they have a Deep
Empathy and have a basic Medical Knowledge of the disease, they won’t be scared
and won’t discriminate against each other.

Better, use the following campaign:

1

Cut from Source: https://nypost.com/video/coronavirus-isolation-precautions-are-keeping-this-couple-

apart/
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Just think about it: “Treat Infected People As If You Were Infected”
I believe you will understand its message2.

If this movement/campaign had been used in the HIV pandemic, I believe it
would have saved a lot of lives.
Why don’t we launch the same campaign3 to help people with ‘H’ now?
(In Vietnam, we call HIV patients “bệnh nhân/người có ‘H’” {patients/people
with ‘H’}, not {patients/people with HIV/Sida} to reduce HIV Prejudice/Stigma and
make them feel better.)

2

To Covid-19, I launched a page to call on people to “Treat Infected People As If You Were Infected“. You
can find it on Facebook, Youtube and Twitter by typing #PrejudiceVaccine. If you (especially medical
authorities and Governments) want to launch the same campaigns or ask for a consultation, please contact
me on Facebook.com/prejudicevaccine/
3
To HIV/AIDS, I also called on people to “Treat Infected People As If You Were Infected“. You can find it on
Facebook, Youtube and Twitter by typing #PeopleWithH. If you (especially Governments) want to launch the
same campaigns or ask for a consultation, please contact me on Facebook.com/prejudicevaccine/
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Unfortunately, in the first place Governments and people just did the opposite.

{China orders Wuhan to round up all suspected coronavirus patients and put
them in quarantine camps as Beijing warns officials who run away from the 'war' will
be 'nailed to the pillar of historical shame'}4, Dailymail.co.uk reported.

They are isolating suspected people and treat them like criminals.
What’s wrong with this?

Many people (including medical staff and Governments) out there may say:
“Without doing that, they (suspected or infected persons) will infect people around
them!”

My answer is:

If you want to isolate or put someone in quarantine, FIRST, you have to show
your (deep) empathy and explain that isolation or quarantine is good for them and
others.
And You cannot show your deep empathy if you don’t solve inhuman
Discrimination (especially discrimination against infected people) in the first place!
Your deep empathy is NOT just your words.
After doing that, normally, there’ll be two situations happening:
 Situation 1: They will feel secure and cooperate with you. This is the
best result.
Source: https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-7977649/China-orders-Wuhan-round-suspectedcoronavirus-patients-quarantine-camps.html
4
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 Situation 2: they will refuse and try to escape from isolation. Continue
to ask them for reasons why they refuse. If their reasons are wrong and
inhumane (and because you showed your empathy and told them a
reason in a humane way), you have the rights to isolate or put them in
quarantine to protect themselves and others.

Maybe (in Situation 2) people refuse isolation or quarantine because they are
afraid of being infected when living in that environment, for example.
By asking them and treating them like humans who need help (instead of
criminals), you can luckily find out special reasons which can help medicine and
medical scientists, as well as governments, deal with the pandemic in a better way.
For example, when they refuse to be put in quarantine, they may give a reason:
they are scared of being infected when living with many suspected or infected people
around them.
 At this time, you have the opportunity to explain to them that: thanks to
quarantine, they have the best conditions to be detected and cured soon
if they are really infected (which they don’t really know).
 By asking them reasons, Medicine and Governments will take proper
actions.

If you (especially medical and government organizations) have a careful
strategy, you will make campaigns that show people what and how isolation and
quarantine are; how they and their family will be supported when they are isolated or
put in quarantine. The purpose is to make people feel safe, protected and cooperate
with you.
In this plague, many people in the world when hearing “isolation” and
“quarantine” will think of “medical prisons”. And due to fake news everywhere, they
feel scared of those ‘jails’
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In a global epidemic or pandemic, you have to realize the dangerous effects of
Discrimination (especially Discrimination between Infected People and Uninfected
Ones) and focus on solving them in the first place.
Then show your empathy and give people humane reasons in order for them
to cooperate with your decisions or even your arrest orders.

People have not realized that crucial rule although they experienced it through
many deadly pandemics like HIV/AIDS.

Without doing that in the first place, people will try to flee or escape from
quarantine or isolation and the consequence is: they will spread coronavirus or HIV
or any viruses widely and easily!

The world now is showing Situation 2 and proving my words true. We have
indeed seen many people in the world who wanted to flee quarantine.

What To Do In Reducing Coronavirus Transmissions Now?

These are some main steps:
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And I remember what I said in chapter 1 of this ebook and its old version (the
2nd update of old versions) 5 released on 29 April 2016:
Don’t forget to combine that ‘key’ with law, education and social
relations (or other factors such as policies, technology, etc).

Download and check it on page 27 here: http://khuongdatlong.com/Gods-Power-Reach-The-HighestPeak-of-Human-Beauty-Khuong-Dat-Long-2nd-update.pdf
5
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Chapter 5 – Part 5
THE THIRD ‘PANDEMIC’

Fear of infection and discrimination have helped spread the novel coronavirus
hiddenly, widely and easily.
Without the first vaccine and Governments’ prevention, the Covid-19 and
other future diseases) will be able to turn into a deadlier pandemic.

In this Covid-19 plague, humans are being faced with not only one, but at least
three ‘pandemics’ at the same time!
The unfortunate thing is: Three ‘pandemics’ are ‘cooperating’ together and
they are taking as many lives as possible.

The first (a potential pandemic) is the COVID-19
The second one is ‘Prejudemic’1.
The third ‘pandemic’ will cause most deaths worldwide. It will boost and make
all pandemics including HIV, Covid-19, Prejudice and other future plagues
widespread and kill more lives.
And humans will be unable to make any Vaccine to prevent it!
In fact, humans don’t need a Vaccine for this third ‘pandemic’.
Instead, people (especially social platforms) need a solution that really works.

Internet users are using mobile devices to spread fear of infection and
Prejudices over social websites.
1

A combination of “Preju-” (in the word ‘prejudice’) and “-demic” (in the word ‘pandemic’).
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As long as they have a solution that really works, this Prejudemic will not
matter.

Social media is the primary tool which helps them amplify fake news and
make this ‘pandemic’ and others become more fatal!

Unfortunately, all leaders, founders as well as Tech staffs of these largest
online platforms surrendered to fake news and cannot deal with it.
-Technology Industry in the world is incapable of solving this problem.
-When the owners of these online platforms surrendered, Governments
also cannot solve it just by law or policies
-Online platforms take the main responsibility in this third ‘pandemic’.

They surrendered because they thought Fake news was too big or just simply,
they believed no solution would solve this problem successfully.
-People everywhere in the world can create fake news, false
information, hoaxes, lies as they want.
-Social sites cannot verify all things that their users post everyday and
every time.

What they are doing is: They have AI (Artificial intelligence), staffs and Factchecking organizations control and spot fake news.
This is definitely an unwise solution, but they don’t have many choices.

‘Killing Machines’
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Once this Coronavirus outbreak becomes a deadly pandemic, social platforms
will be ‘killing machines’.
-Due to those killing ‘machines’, fear of infection and discrimination
will be spread faster, more widely and deeply.
To fake news problem, the world is showing it doesn’t have a choice, but a
surrender.
I suggested my solution for solving fake news2 to them and showed them what
they could not see.
Fake news ‘helped’ Measles become an Outbreak now.

Both CDC (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention) and ECDC (European
Centre for Disease Prevention and Control) reported:


{From January 1 to December 31, 2019, 1,282 individual cases

of measles were confirmed in 31 states (USA). Of these cases, 128 were
hospitalized and 61 reported having complications, including pneumonia and
encephalitis.


This is the greatest number of cases reported in the U.S. since

1992. More than 73% of the cases were linked to recent outbreaks in New
York. The majority of cases were among people who were not vaccinated
against measles. Measles is more likely to spread and cause outbreaks in U.S.
communities where groups of people are unvaccinated.} 3

Read all letters of mine here: https://khuongdatlong.com/what-is-fake-news-misinformationdisinformation-definition-best-solutions
3
Source: https://www.cdc.gov/measles/cases-outbreaks.html
2
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ECDC also warned4:

In Vietnam:
"Hiện dịch bệnh sởi đã ghi nhận ở 43 tỉnh, thành phố có bệnh nhân, đặc biệt
tập trung nhiều tại một số tỉnh, thành phố khu vực phía Nam.
Điều đáng nói là 90% số ca mắc sởi đều chưa được tiêm phòng hoặc không rõ
về tình trạng tiêm phòng. Nếu không triển khai các biện pháp phòng chống dịch bệnh
quyết liệt hơn, nguy cơ dịch bệnh lây lan và bùng phát là rất cao." 5 reported Zing.vn
[“Measles epidemic (Feb 2019) has been reported in 43 provinces and cities
with patients, especially concentrated in some Southern provinces and cities.
It is worth mentioning that 90% of measles cases have not been vaccinated or
the vaccination status is unclear. Without more drastic disease control measures, the
risk of disease spread and outbreak is very high.” - translation)

4
5

Source: https://www.ecdc.europa.eu/en/measles
Source: https://news.zing.vn/dich-benh-soi-lan-rong-tren-43-tinh-thanh-pho-post917799.html
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People are focusing on fighting against The Covid-19 and may forget other
dangerous outbreaks.
Fake news does not affect Coronavirus disease only.
Fake health news has made many people refuse vaccination and kill
themselves one day.

Medicine has to deal with not only Discrimination but also Fake News at the
same time in order to win deadly outbreaks and pandemics.
It’s The New Medicine Age as I said.

A Solution That Works

After warning them of serious problems (including Discrimination and Fake
news) many times and seeing deaths caused by the problems over the world:
-If they, social platforms, want to know what the solution is, they can
take my suggestion6.
-They, the largest social sites, either have a solution to win fake news
or become deadly tools harming society7..

These online platforms are killing society by helping bad people spread fake
health news, fear of infection and make Discrimination become more serious.

6
7

Read here: https://khuongdatlong.com/fake-news-shooting-livestreams-reality-game-of-two-evil-snakes
Read my 11 letters to know deadly consequences of fake news which social platforms created here:

http://khuongdatlong.com/solutions-for-USA/parting-the-ocean-of-information/1-win-fake-newsdisinformation-war.php
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I warned them of the Measles outbreaks in my 11th letter which you can read
in chapter 1-Part 9 of this ebook.
Now, the Covid-19 is attracting people’s interests and this Measles problem
can cause many deaths of children.
If Governments, Medicine and Tech Companies don’t solve this severe
problem successfully, humans will be faced with other near future plagues.
Coronaviruses are ‘helping’ people all the world pay attention to
Discrimination and fake news which they ignored previously.
It’s time for people to see fatal problems and their deadly consequences.
When they don’t realize the special Discrimination (in the first place), fake
news and solve them successfully, other future viruses and pandemics also will
‘force’ them to pay heavier prices.
- and prices are not only human lives.

Have The Disastrous Prices Not Come Yet?

The coronavirus outbreak which began in Wuhan, China in late December 2019
is showing and ‘teaching’ people that human lives are not the only thing the covid19 or germs wants to ‘take’.
Through my explanations in the previous parts, people can realize one deep
thing: Prejudices/Stigmas And Discrimination are also severe diseases which want to
take lives hiddenly.
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Medicine hasn’t known about that although human beings have suffered many
huge plagues.

Medicine (and people, too) just think they merely are problems that are NOT
their MAIN field.
As I said in part one: “If WHO, medical organizations and Governments had
realized this special Discrimination in the first place, they would have taken different
actions which could prevent transmission well”
That proved that: In the outbreak of Covid-19, Medicine, in the first place, was
just focusing on medical matters and skipping solving inhuman Discrimination.
In other words, Medicine, Governments and people still haven’t known:

Solving Prejudices and Discrimination {especially
Discrimination against Sick (Infected) People}in the
first place is really Prevention

And Prevention is also a special type
of Vaccine
(Khuong Dat Long)

Three pandemics are ‘cooperating’ together to take many crucial things.
Human lives are not the only things they want to take.

The Covid-19 plague is bedeviling China, the country with the world's fastestgrowing major economy.
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Time.com analyzed that:
{The impact on China’s economy will be considerable.
…Businesses and schools are likely to remain closed for weeks. Economic
activity in many Chinese cities is sharply reduced.
… The larger number of infections from the coronavirus suggests the impact
could be more severe this time for both China and the world. What happens in China
matters more than ever for the rest of us.}8

Another website, CNBC.com, reported:
{Dun & Bradstreet researchers found that at least 51,000 companies
worldwide, 163 of which are in the Fortune 1000, have one or more direct or “tier 1”
suppliers in the impacted region, while at least 5 million — and 938 in the Fortune
1000 — have one or more “tier 2″ suppliers.} 9
This will impact the supply chain in the world and cause many serious
problems.
The global economic cost will be very serious, if the rate of infection and death
toll caused by the Covid-19 disease increase continuously, with the disruption of the
international supply chain.
“The coronavirus could cost the global economy more than $1tn10 in lost
output if it turns into a pandemic, according to a leading economic forecaster.” 11 said
theguardian.com.

Source: time.com/5778995/coronavirus-china-global-economy/
Source: https://www.cnbc.com/2020/02/17/coronavirus-could-impact-5-million-companies-worldwideresearch-shows.html
10
1000 billion dollars
11
Source: https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/feb/19/coronavirus-could-cost-global-economy-1tnin-lost-output
8
9
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In an article12 posted on Forbes, they said that: “The International Air
Transport Association has published an initial assessment of the impact of COVID19 which estimates total global lost airline revenue could be as high as $29.3 billion,
with a potential 13% full-year loss of passenger demand and $27.8 billion revenue
loss in 2020 for carriers in the Asia-Pacific region. Airlines registered in China would
be most affected with $12.8 billion lost in the China domestic market.”

Many other aspects of life will be severely damaged by mutual impact.

Obviously, the Covid-19 is NOT the only culprit.
Discrimination and Fake news are partners in crime!

Certainly, when the deadly plague, like Covid-19, appears, many people
(especially those to whom I sent old versions of this ebook many times) clearly see
severe impacts of the unsolved problems of which I warned them many times.

Have The Disastrous Prices Not Come Yet?

Source: https://www.forbes.com/sites/marisagarcia/2020/02/21/iata-forecasts-potential-lost-revenue-of293-billion-from-covid-19-but-thats-not-the-whole-story/#a184fa514647
12
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Chapter 5 – Part 6
COVID-19:
THE LAST CHANCE TO ‘TREAT’ PEOPLE WITH
‘CRUEL BLINDNESS AND MUTENESS’?

People With ‘Cruel Blindness And Muteness’
People with ‘Cruel Blindness’ are those who see severe problems such as
Discrimination and fake news but ignore them.
People with ‘Cruel Muteness’ are those who know severe problems such as
Discrimination and fake news, but don’t raise their voices; take weak actions or don’t
do anything to abolish these deadly problems.
Is this Covid-19 the last chance to ‘treat’ them?

This question will be answered by themselves, of course.

Optimistic people hope humans will fast overcome this Covid-19 plague
because human beings did survive many the deadliest pandemics such as The Black
Death (which killed an estimated 75 - 200 million people in the 14th century) 1, The
Spanish Flu {the death toll is estimated to have been 40 million to 50 million, and
possibly as high as 100 million (1 to 5 percent of the earth's population at the time),
making it one of the deadliest epidemics in human history.) 2

1
2

Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pandemic
Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spanish_flu
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But don’t forget, after each plague had passed, humans had to pay their heavy
prices!
-They could only pass those deadly plagues only when their ‘eyes’ were
enlightened and the problems of those plagues were solved.
And also don’t forget humans have still not overcome the HIV epidemic until
these days.
“1 December 2018 marks the 30th anniversary of World AIDS Day – a day
created to raise awareness about HIV and the resulting AIDS epidemics. Since the
beginning of the epidemic, more than 70 million people have acquired the infection,
and about 35 million people have died. Today, around 37 million worldwide live
with HIV, of whom 22 million are on treatment.” 3
People with ‘H’ and Medicine always wish that they could make a medical
vaccine to overcome this awful plague.

What does that mean?
That clearly means: People With ‘Cruel Blindness And Muteness’ have been
killing others and themselves.

Why?

Heroic Doctors, Nurses And What If The Novel Coronaviruses Were Found
Later?

3

Source: https://www.who.int/hiv-aids/latest-news-and-events/why-the-hiv-epidemic-is-not-over
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According to Wiki: “Li Wenliang (Chinese: 李文亮; 12 October 1986 – 7
February 2020) was a Chinese ophthalmologist at Wuhan Central Hospital who
warned about COVID-19 on 30 December 2019 on WeChat to fellow colleagues,
becoming a whistleblower 4 when his warnings were later shared publicly. On 3
January 2020, Wuhan police summoned and admonished him for "making false
comments on the Internet". Li returned to work, later contracting the virus from an
infected patient and dying from the disease on 7 February 2020.” 5

Li Wenliang6
“The death of Li provoked considerable grief and anger on the social media
which became extended to a demand for freedom of speech. The hashtag
#wewantfreedomofspeech gained over 2 million views and over 5,500 posts within 5
hours before it was removed by the censors, as were other related hashtags and posts”7

4

A whistleblower (also written as whistle-blower or whistle blower) is a person who exposes secretive
information or activity that is deemed illegal, unethical, or not correct within a private or public organization

Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Li_Wenliang
Image source: http://www.asianews.it/news-en/Chinese-academics%E2%80%99-plea-not-to-let-LiWenliang%E2%80%99s-death-be-in-vain-49246.html
7
Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Li_Wenliang
5
6
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Forbes said: “Li became a hero in the eyes of Chinese citizens, according to
multiple reports, for his attempts in to warn the public about the emerging
coronavirus—which earned him an official reprimand from Wuhan police.” 8

Skip over the matter of fake news in the Li Wenliang story, we will see that:

1. When a problem is identified and we know this problem can cause
serious consequences, Raising our voices and Taking proper
actions are very important. Those actions always have a intense
impact on the final result
2. The earlier the problem is taken care and solved, the better and
faster results we have.

In this Covid-19, definitely, Li Wenliang was not a person with ‘cruel
blindness and muteness’. He didn’t ignore the problem; he didn’t keep silent and he
did take effective actions when he discovered the virus.
Due to that, the current results of the fight against Covid-19 are still much
better than a worse consequence which could have occurred if he had ignored and
hadn’t done anything.
What would happen now if Li Wenliang hadn’t warned people of the novel
coronavirus (officially called “SARS-CoV-2”) or if he had given a later warning?
Obviously, we know that people with ‘cruel blindness and muteness’ are
precisely inhuman.
Source: https://www.forbes.com/sites/lisettevoytko/2020/02/07/rip-our-hero-li-wenliangs-death-sparksrare-outrage-from-chinese-citizens-towards-government/#260df94c565f
8
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And inhumane or cruel ones always have tragic endings.
Because the truth is:
“Chickens have come home to roost.” 9

Mr Li died of the novel coronavirus, not of his heroic actions.
This is one of the biggest risks medical professionals and workers have to face
when choosing Medicine to make a living.

In this fight against the Covid-19, many people have risked their lives to do
the best thing on earth: Saving others’ lives.
People consider them heroes in this medical war.
“More than 1,700 Chinese healthcare workers have gotten the coronavirus,
and 7 have died. A study found that 29% of infections were in medical staff.”10
reported Business Insider.
While people with ‘cruel blindness and muteness’ have done the exact
opposite…

One Obvious Truth: Behind Every Disastrous Plague There Are ‘Silent
Contributions’ People With ‘Cruel Blindness And Muteness’

If people had realized and solved the special Prejudices in the first place, the
Covid-19 plague would have been better now. Definitely!

9

the bad things that someone has done in the past have come back to bite or haunt the individual

10

Source: https://www.businessinsider.com/healthcare-workers-getting-coronavirus-500-infected-2020-2
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In An Epidemic Or Pandemic Like Covid-19 Or HIV,
Prejudices And Especially Discrimination Between Sick
(Infected) People And Healthy (Uninfected) Ones Is One Of The
Key Problems.
This Kind Of Discrimination Has To Be Solved
Successfully In The First Place Or Even Before The Epidemic Or
Pandemic Starts.

(Khuong Dat Long)

That’s why Rule Zero Outbreak and Moral Ingredients are crucial in the fight
against deadly diseases and pandemics.

People in many places over the world are showing their fear of infection as
well as their waves of anger towards infected and suspected persons, and treating
them as criminals or sinners.
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The world is seeing the severe problems of Discrimination more than ever,
especially Racism, rising fast and clearly.
However, this problem has existed for a long time.
That shows that: Governments, many various organizations as well as other
people have ignored, haven’t taken real actions or they haven’t had any correct
solution to abolish it and of course, they all have failed in tackling it.
Read this whole ebook and my letters11, you will see that they were warned of
this deadly trouble and its fatal consequences many times.

The worse truth: some presidents or prime ministers encouraged the bad to
amplify discriminatory behaviors!

When a president or a prime minister of a country is a discriminator (a
racist/sexist) or a leader with ‘cruel blindness and muteness’, it’s a real plague.
Adolf Hitler was the most eloquent proof.

And people with ‘cruel blindness and muteness’ are also the perfect ‘killing
partners’ of those leaders.
Just like the intimate relationship between the novel coronavirus and the
special Discrimination I explained in part One.

These days, the leaders (including country leaders; organization leaders;
company leaders/CEOs; community leaders; etc…) who not only didn’t solve

Read all of my letters about solving fake news here: http://khuongdatlong.com/solutions-for-USA/partingthe-ocean-of-information/1-win-fake-news-disinformation-war.php
11
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Discrimination but also did amplify it in the past are having to struggle to fight
against Covid-19 transmission caused by their own Discrimination!

And discrimination, especially discrimination against infected or suspected
people, showed the worst thing: many people not only didn’t do anything to help
others but did help the coronavirus plague become deadlier!
Who were they? Society saw:
o Individuals who discriminated against Chinese or Asian People.
o Individuals who discriminated against suspected and infected persons.
o Salespersons and even pharmacists who increased the price of medical
masks too high or didn’t want to sell medical masks because of
speculation and hoarding of masks as well as hand sanitizer. When
people cannot buy and use these products, Covid-19 transmission
becomes easier and larger. Who knows these salesmen and pharmacists
will be infected by people who they refused to sell one day?
o Internet users who spread fake health news, fear of infection which are
making the covid-19 more fatal.
They are killing themselves, aren’t they?

They certainly have NOT seen the Invisible Infection Network.

Discrimination between Sick and Healthy People is one of the main problems
with which Medicine has to deal if doctors, nurses, medical scientists, and other
medical staff don’t want to be half-failed.
Although Governments and people deal with many types of Discrimination
together, Medicine must take the main responsibility to tackle special
Discrimination.
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Why?
 Firstly, this special Discrimination is directly relevant to disease
prevention, treatment and cure
 Secondly, Rule Zero Outbreak shows clearly that: if Medicine doesn’t
(want to) focus on solving Discrimination against suspected or Infected
people in the first place, the fight against disease plagues or pandemics
will become complicated and that will increase infection rate and death
toll.
 Tackling special Discrimination is not only Prevention but also
Treatment.
Infection or Uninfection, all diseases often make us feel weak,
unrespected and even discriminated, as well as depressed.
Prejudice/Stigma often makes patients with various diseases
meet big obstacles in their treatments. Many refused treatments
because of avoiding cruel discrimination.
The moral vaccine (Prejudice Vaccine) helps patients (such as
people with ‘H’ and cancers patients) feel comfortable,
unstressed. That will help them strengthen their immune system,
resistance and boost their treatments well.

Medical Education also will be half-failed if not
teaching or training future doctors, nurses,
professionals and other medical staffs to tackle the
special Discrimination against Sick (Infected) Persons.
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If WHO, other medical authorities, Governments, Tech companies and other
organizations now don’t focus on abolishing the special Discrimination and fake
news, they will soon become one of those people who are ‘helping’ the Covid-19
outbreak soon turn into a more fatal pandemic.
The Covid-19 is the last chance to treat these people, isn’t it?
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Chapter 5 – Part 7
PASSOVER DECALS
AND
THE SECOND DEADLIEST MISTAKE OF
MEDICINE AS WELL AS GOVERNMENTS

When a plague passes over (ignores) someone, it means “Passover”

Passover Decals are decals or stickers for alerting people to the danger of
deadly disasters such as Tsunamis/Floods/Hurricanes and House Fires.

Before you and people out there can realize that intimate relationship, if you
want (your own choice), you can:
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1. Choose and print the following designs or make A3 decals (for the best
result), then stick them on walls inside and outside your house/office
where you can see them easily.
The A3 size print measures 29.7 x 42.0cm, 11.69 x 16.53 inches
You can use high-quality photo paper to print or for the best
result, make A3 decals.
You should stick one Passover decal inside your house/office on
a wall next to your main door. People usually run out of their
house when a disaster (like a flood) comes. This special position
will easily make you pay attention to the decal.
2. Prepare necessary things such as lifebelts, life-jackets, ladders,
canned-foods…which are carefully explained in Chapter 4 of this
ebook.
3. Share my ebook, my solutions with people around you and tell them
about Passover Decals.
At

the

same

time,

please

Tell/Warn

them

about/of

Discrimination between Sick (Infected/Suspected) People and
Healthy (Uninfected) Ones
If

you

are

working

in

organizations

such

as

Governments/Companies/Communities/etc…, please tell them
or let your people know about this ebook and especially this
chapter. What are being shown in this document can save them
one day.
4. When it’s the right time, Passover Decals and other lifesavers will be
your ‘savior’ (as long as you follow things shown in Chapters 4 and 5
of this document.)

How To Use Passover Decals?
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To understand well, please read chapter 4 after finishing this chapter.

There are 2 main situations to use these Passover decals:
 Situation 1: You built Tsunami Life-Saving Systems1 inside and
outside your house/office or building.
 for example you built it at your own house or at a house you are
renting.
 Situation 2: You haven’t built or can’t build Tsunami Life-Saving
Systems inside and outside your house/office/apartment or building
 for example you can’t make the emergency exits on your roof
because your landlords don’t want you to break their house
structures.
 you can’t make the emergency exits because you are living in an
apartment or working in a building with many floors.

Depend on what you prepared and where you are staying or working, choose
proper Passover decals and stick them on walls where you can see them every day

Choose and Download Passover Decals here
https://khuongdatlong.com/passover-decals

1

Read chapter 4-Part 2 please
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Passover Decals’ designs are the first and unique ones, and are only downloaded on:

https://khuongdatlong.com/passover-decals
https://nhacjelong.com/passover-decals

The Design Of Passover Decals
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Example:
•

The above Passover Decal has the number 4 => you have a full set of rescue
gear (lifebelt + life-jacket + ladder + hammer/ax + canned foods + other
important belongings => and when a disaster appears, you have the highest
safety

•

The Disaster symbols indicate that you must immediately follow the
instructions of the Decal when a Tsunami/Flood/Hurricane causing
flood/House Fire occurs.

•

When looking at the decal, you’ll know you have to climb up to open the
emergency exit on the roof and bring rescuing equipment with you when a
disaster appears suddenly (as guided by the written texts in the Passover
Decal)
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If You Are Living or Working At/In A House/Office or A Place That You Can
Make The Tsunami Emergency Exits, Choose Proper Passover Decals and
Download Them
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(USER MANUAL)

*Choose two different decals: Inside and Outside Ones. Stick Them On
Walls Inside and Outside Your House/Office.
You should stick one Passover decal inside your house/office on a wall
next to your main door. People usually run out of their house when a
disaster (like a house fire) comes.
This special position will easily make you pay attention to the decal.
For example, when a house fire suddenly occurs and your main door
is locked or blocked, this Passover decal will alert you to climb up and
destroy/open your house roof and escape the fire immediately. Many
people all over the world died of not being able to run out of their
houses.
You should have a few decals inside and outside your house and
office.
*Select Passover decals which are suitable for your current preparation and
house condition.
1. Choose 2 Decals with number 1: when you have not built Tsunami
Emergency Exits2 inside and outside your house/office; You only
prepared ladders + hammer/ax + lifebelt=> please choose decals with
number 1.
2. Choose 2 Decals with number 2: when you have not built Tsunami
Emergency Exits inside and outside your house/office; You carefully
prepared ladders + hammer/ax + lifebelt + life-jacket + canned foods
+ (other important belongings)=> please choose decals with number 2.

2

Please read chapter 4-part 2
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3. Choose 2 Decals with number 3: when you built Tsunami Emergency
Exits inside and outside your house/office; You only prepared ladders
+ lifebelt=> please choose decals with number 3.
4. Choose 2 Decals with number 4: when you built Tsunami Emergency
Exits inside and outside your house/office; You carefully prepared
ladders + (hammer/ax) + lifebelt + life-jacket + canned foods + (other
important belongings)=> please choose decals with number 4.
5. Passover Decals with the highest safety level (No. 5) are not available
currently.

Important Note:
Please print full color for A3 paper size as designed. Don’t print in
black and white because it will lose the warning effect.
The higher the number of safety symbols is, the safer you are.
Decals with Number 4 indicate you have the best preparation to survive
disasters.
Print them and stick them on the walls where you can easily see them.
When disasters such as tsunamis/hurricanes (causing floods)/floods or
house fires occur suddenly (you can't evacuate in time), these
Passover Decals will alert you immediately and you will know what to
do.

Choose and Download Passover Decals here
https://khuongdatlong.com/passover-decals
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If You Are Living or Working In An Apartment/Building with Many Floors
Where You Cannot Make The Tsunami Emergency Exits, Choose Proper
Passover Decals and Download Them

(USER MANUAL)

*Choose proper Decals. Stick Them On Walls Inside and Outside Your
Room in The Apartment/Building.
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You should stick one Passover decal inside your room/office on a wall
next to your main door. People usually run out of their house when a
disaster (like a tsunami/flood) comes.

*Select Passover decals which are suitable for your current preparation.


Choose one or more Decals with number 2: when you only prepared
lifebelts => please choose decals with number 2.

 Choose one or more Decals with number 3: when you carefully
prepared lifebelt + life-jacket + canned foods + (other important
belongings)=> please choose decals with number 3.
 Passover Decals with number 1-4-5 are not available.

Important Note:
Please print full color for A3 paper size as designed. Don’t print in
black and white because it will lose the warning effect.
The higher the number of safety symbols is, the safer you are.
Passover Decals with Number 3 indicate you have the best preparation
to survive disasters.
Print them and stick them on the walls where you can easily see them.
When disasters such as tsunamis/hurricanes (causing floods)/floods
occur suddenly (you can't evacuate in time), these Passover Decals
will alert you immediately and you will know what to do.
Passover decals for Multi-storey Apartments/Buildings are NOT for
the cases of House Fire
Be careful and flexible when deciding on jumping into the water.

Choose and Download Passover Decals here
https://khuongdatlong.com/passover-decals
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The Second Deadliest Mistake Of Medicine As Well As Governments

In late February 2020, what are WHO and Governments doing to tackle the
potential Covid-19 pandemic?
Although they had official instructions to deal with stigma and discrimination,
they are still NOT focusing on solving Discrimination (especially the special one
against Infected people).
In short, since the coronavirus disease emerged in late December 2019, no one
has focused on solving one of the key reasons making the plague more and more
fatal!
From 3rd to 17th February 2020, I (and Vietnamese people) received all
official notifications from Vietnam’s Ministry of Health (Bo Y Te) via mobile
messages.
All messages sent to Vietnamese people focused on how people can protect
themselves from being Coronavirus infected and what to do in the Covid-19 outbreak.
These medical instructions came from the latest recommendations of WHO
and also were the most important recommendations sent during 15 days.

If you are not Vietnamese, I believe you also received the same
recommendations.
Look at the following messages I received from Vietnam’s Ministry of Health
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Vietnam’s Ministry of Health, WHO and other medical organizations over the
world have had great and noble efforts to notify people of ways to protect themselves
from the novel Coronavirus.

However, no information in all the above messages was directly relevant to
the

fight

against

Prejudices/Stigma,

Anti-Asian

Racism

and

especially

Discrimination between Infected and Uninfected People.
That showed that: The world didn’t realize the first deadliest mistake of
Medicine and Governments as I mentioned previously.
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There are two important questions:

The first question: What if A Medical Vaccine for the Covid-19 is made
successfully?
 Discrimination (Anti-Asian Racism and Discrimination against
Infected People) all over the world will automatically disappear
because the disease won’t cause severe damage to our health anymore?
 Humans will not need Rule Zero Outbreak and Prejudice Vaccine
(God’s 7 Beauty Commandments), won’t they?
The answer would be ‘Yes’ if:
1. The Covid-19 epidemic were the last plague for human beings
2. All diseases in the world disappeared!
3. HIV Stigma and other stigmas did not exist.
4. All types of Prejudices and Discrimination also disappeared.

There are things that medical vaccines and medicine cannot prevent and cure.
Inhuman Discrimination and Prejudices are two of them.

The second question: If a disease which is NOT contagious/infectious, will
Rule Zero Outbreak and Prejudice Vaccine be unnecessary?
Firstly, infectious diseases will always threaten humans’ lives.
Secondly, diseases that are infectious or not will guilt patients and make
them feel weak, unrespected or even discriminated against.
Thirdly, there are still infectious diseases (such as HIV and Lassa fever,
also known as Lassa hemorrhagic fever) which people haven’t still
made any vaccine successfully until these days
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Even worse, Measles is the disease which people can get vaccinated to
prevent, but this disease with a successful vaccine is still becoming
outbreaks3 now.
And as I explained in the previous part:
o Infection or Uninfection, all diseases often make us feel weak,
unrespected and even discriminated as well as depressed.
o Prejudice/Stigma often makes patients with various diseases
meet big obstacles in their treatments. Many refused treatments
because of avoiding cruel discrimination.
o The moral vaccine (Prejudice Vaccine) helps patients (such as
people with ‘H’ and cancers patients) feel comfortable,
unstressed. That will help them strengthen their immune system,
resistance and boost their treatments well.

Infection or No Infection, diseases (especially severe illness) are always
affected by Prejudice and Discrimination.

Even if medical scientists cannot find any effective vaccine for Covid-19 or a
typical disease (like HIV/AIDS), the Prejudice vaccine always helps prevent larger
and deadlier transmissions caused by The Infection Network.

3

Source: https://www.ecdc.europa.eu/en/measles
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Covid-19 Infection Network

“Prevention is better than cure.”, we all know it.

Medical Vaccines Have A Inconvertible Role.

Although Medical Vaccines, Rule Zero Outbreak and Prejudice Vaccine are
very crucial in dealing with diseases and dangerous pandemics, Medicine still cannot
thoroughly solve Covid-19 and other pandemics if without The Second Rule I saw
in this Covid-19 fight.
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The Rule 0-2 (which is a combination between Rule Zero Outbreak and the
second rule) will help Medicine and Governments control and deal with current and
future pandemics in the best way.
Rule 0-2 will bring us the best result in tackling the most fatal
transmissions.
Without carrying out the rule 0-2 in the first place, people will have to pay
the heaviest prices.

When applying the Rule 0-2 for this Covid-19 and other diseases like HIV,
people will see its clear effectiveness.
(The Covid-19 transmission in late February 2020 now is getting larger and
faster due to this second rule. It is also the second deadliest mistake of Medicine and
Governments in dealing with Covid-19 plague)

However, the second rule is only carried out when Rule Zero Outbreak is done
first.

Therefore, I cannot reveal the second rule and what the rule 0-2 is at present.
Unless all countries suffering Covid-19 carry out Rule Zero Outbreak and
use Prejudice Vaccine at this time, I will not finish the rest of the Rule 0-2.

The earlier the action, the faster and better the result of the fight against Covid19
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The World Is Doing What I Affirmed.

Before the bad has to pay for their cruel actions, there will be a lot of
good and innocent people who will have to suffer the consequences
heavily from people’s silence, neglect. It’ll be a heavier price they
who knew how and what to do but do nothing will have to pay.

(Khuong Dat Long)

I said that many times.
In this Covid-19 plague or other future pandemics, ‘the bad’ also means
infectious agents or germs.
I have created, updated this ebook4 and provided people with proven solutions
since late December 2015.
I have shown people severe problems as well as their deadly consequences
mentioned in this whole ebook and my letters5.
Many of them (Governments, medical authorities, Tech companies, artists,
religious leaders, CEOs, and other individuals in the world) whom I contacted
received many warnings of the huge danger of the rising damage level.
Discrimination, fake news, surviving tsunamis, and other disasters are three
severe problems they were sincerely asked to raise their voices and take real actions
in order to help our societies fight against them and avoid tragic damages.

4
5

All of its versions are downloaded here: https://khuongdatlong.com/download/ebook-versions.php
Read all of my letters about solving fake news here: http://khuongdatlong.com/solutions-for-USA/parting-

the-ocean-of-information/1-win-fake-news-disinformation-war.php
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What did they do and How did they react?

The Covid-19 is the clearest and honest answer.
At this time, this deadly plague is engulfing the world. Discrimination and fake
news are now two of the deadliest ‘partners’ of the emerging disease.
Not all of them are people with ‘Cruel Blindness And Muteness’
However, after my explanations in the previous parts and reality people are
seeing, it automatically shows their real actions and the answer.

In this Covid-19 outbreak which is rampant around the world and able to
become a tragic pandemic in the near future, people with ‘Cruel Blindness And
Muteness’ can become a ‘deadly chain’ in The Infection Network one day.

Is this Covid-19 the last chance to treat them?

This question will be answered by themselves, of course!

Do you remember this:
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My affirmation was given to the public on my site (KhuongDatLong.com) in November 2019

I had affirmed it around one month before the Coronavirus Plague came in
late December 2019.
Many of them (Governments, medical authorities, Tech companies, artists,
religious leaders, CEOs, and other individuals all over the world) knew it.

Now, what can you and they do for yourself and for others in order to prepare
for something coming up?
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1st March, 2020
Ho chi Minh City, Vietnam
Khuong Dat Long

Read chapters 1, 2, 3 and 4 in the book
“God’s 7 Beauty Commandments: Reach The Highest Peak
of Human Beauty, Talent and Ride The Tsunami Successfully!”
to most effectively use Rule Zero Outbreak and Prejudice Vaccine against Covid19 infection that is rising now, and receive other great benefits waiting for you to
discover. Download now:
☞(For English):

http://bit.ly/2QxESTQ
☞(For Vietnamese):

http://bit.ly/2O0OG7d
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